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In my complex commercial litigation work, I
frequently manage and advise on hundreds of cases
over multiple jurisdictions. My extensive trial
experience and case management skills allow me to
help clients both in and out of the courtroom and
provide them with consistent, prudent service from
pleadings to appeals. I also offer strategically
streamlined services and alternative fee
arrangements to deliver clients highly efficient and
cost-effective legal counsel, particularly when it’s
warranted on certain large matters.
Dwayne Danner focuses his commercial litigation practice
on representing consumer financial services providers of
many sizes and product specialties. Advising clients in
Texas and in many other states across the country,
Dwayne counsels institutions on mortgage lending,
automobile finance, and insurance defense issues.
Additionally, he steers clients around the complexities that
arise in real estate and title insurance cases. Dwayne
serves as the Managing Member of the firm’s Dallas
office.
Dwayne handles appellate matters, primarily on the
federal level, with some at the Texas state court level as
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well. Whether he is representing a large client in multiparty litigation or a client involved in a small, singleplaintiff consumer case, he enjoys – and has earned a
well-regarded reputation for – litigating in the courtroom
and presenting oral arguments before judges and juries.
Clients appreciate Dwayne’s ample experience,
comprehensive familiarity with their disputes, and his
ability to coordinate and track litigation through all its
stages. They also value his knack for looking down the
road to identify potential legal and business obstacles,
issues, and omissions in their business systems and
platforms. Dwayne’s emphasis on spotting possible
trouble and taking specific preventative measures and
corrective actions to gain compliance helps these
organizations avoid what could be hundreds of cases
down the road.
As a former in-house counsel, Dwayne understands the
big-picture perspective corporate legal departments must
maintain as well as the many small-yet-important details
they deal with every day. He also knows and appreciates
the budgetary pressure they’re constantly under. He
applies this familiarity to all his representations.
Employing a calm-but-determined style and a habit of
communicating continually, Dwayne always strives to
ensure his clients encounter no surprises.
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